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Whether you attend a weekly class at your local leisure centre, or if you practice relaxing yoga in the
comfort of your home, then one of the yoga mats that Tribal Earth can offer is a necessity.

Tribal Earth is an ethically responsible business. We pride ourselves on sourcing all of the
essentials for our products from sustainable sources. Our health and beauty range of products are
all sourced from the purest ingredients derived from nature. All of our yoga mats are sourced from
natural minerals. Our yoga pants are designed to give you that sense of individuality, and are
beautifully handcrafted with meticulous care and attention.

The quality of our yoga mats is evident throughout the whole product range. The Purple Asana Eco
yoga mats offer both sublime quality and excellent value for money. These eco-friendly yoga mats
offer all the benefits of non-slip yoga mats but are textured and cushioned for a comfortable and non-
slip workout. The cushion depth of these non-slip yoga mats is just four millimetres, however they
offer exceptional comfort no matter what yoga position you are performing. With a retail cost of just
thirty two pounds the mats themselves are as comfortable as they are affordable.

Alternatively, if purple really isnâ€™t your colour, and youâ€™re looking for something a little more gaudy,
then the Eco Sunrise mats are sure to appeal to you. As a prime eco-friendly example of the
products we supply each of these yoga mats is slightly different due to the tie-dying process that is
used to complete the design of each individual mat. The mats themselves have a cushion depth of
three millimetres, which makes them ideal for anyone who desires a lighter weight mat that still
provides the same level of stability and comfort, and can be transported easily. With a retail price of
just twenty nine pounds and ninety nine pence these yoga mats are as affordable as they are
uniquely designed.

If youâ€™d like to find out any more information regarding any of our mats, or would like to purchase any
of our products online then all you need to do is to come and visit us at: www.tribal-earth.com.
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 - About Author:
If you are looking for the most resilient and reliable a yoga mats which are readily available on the
market then there is no one better than tribal-earth.com. We also have an extensive array of lovely a
 yoga pants .
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